
About ShieldIOT

ShieldIOT is an IoT cyber security solution provider (founded
in 4/2017, raised $4.4M). Based on over 12 years of Coreset™
AI academic research (MIT), ShieldIOT patented software
platform enables global IoT brands and large system
integrators to protect any IoT device, application or network,
while cutting operational costs and generating new revenue
streams. To enable growth, mass-scale IOT networks will
need ShieldIOT Coreset™ security solutions.

The Market

1. Market Need: With X9 more IoT cyber-attacks (2019),
leading to brand damage, privacy and data theft, massive
financial losses and even loss of life, “security is the No.1
barrier for IoT projects deployment” (Gartner)

2. IoT Market Size: $300B IoT market, with +25B connected
devices, and security market size of $3.1B (Gartner)

3. Massive growth: $237B smart cities market size by 2025

Target Customers

1. IoT Brands: Large device manufacturers that are also
service providers. ShieldIOT protects their massive
existing install base while cutting operational expenses
with enhanced visibility and remote control

2. Large Integrators: ShieldIOT is leveraged as a single SW
solution, connected to their IoT platform, for use across
multiple IoT B2B end customers’ networks and use cases

Business Model: annual subscription based on number of
protected devices, with quantity-based discounts.

Solution & Technology

The ShieldIOT software platform includes 3 main solutions:

1. AI Network Security Anomaly Detection (agent-less): analyze device-
to-cloud communication to detect the first signs of unknown cyber
attacks and operational events

2. Gateway/Edge Security (agent-based): multiple layers of device-level
protection automatically preventing 99% of cyber threats

3. SecOp Manager: centralized security management application

Technology Secret Sauce: Coreset™ compress the data by unprecedented
order of magnitude: from n to log(n), enabling accurate analytics at scale

IP: 12 years of Coreset™ research (MIT), 6 patents, 40+ academic papers.

Unique Advantages

1. Up to X20 Detection Accuracy: Compared to alternative solutions

2. Agnostic Platform: Supports any device and application.

3. Unlimited Scalability: Supports networks with millions of devices

4. End to end Security: Gateway, network and management

Business Status

1. Paying Customers: ShieldIOT selected by world’s No.1 Lighting Provider
(700 cities, 1 billion devices) to secure all its smart cities deployments

2. Strong Pipeline: 10+ successful customer pilots in last 2 quarters

3. New SaaS Offering (6/2020): Resulting in 5 new pilots in 3 weeks

4. Partners: 10 new partners acquired in the last 3 months

Verticals

Management Team

ShieldIOT: Securing Mass Scale IoT Networks

Customers & Partners

Udi Solomon, CEO
Mobile: (+972)545945720.       Email: Udi.Solomon@shieldiot.io
Website: www.shieldiot.io Address: Atir Yeda 1 st., Kfar Saba, Israel

Over 20 years of experience from large enterprises and early stage 
startups in the fields of security, big data analytics and IoT
• Udi Solomon, Founder and Chief Executive Officer
• Ohad Levin, Founder and Chief Technology Officer
• Prof. Dan Feldman, Chief Scientific Officer
• Adam Aizenberg, Vice President of Sales

Contact Information

“ShieldIOT delivers innovative solutions to secure large scale IoT networks 
such as smart cities” (Avner Goren, VP SOC Architecture IoT, Intel)
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